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Through four generally placed lines in space of four dimensions
there passes a doubly infinite system of quadric primals, but through
five lines there pass in general no quadrics. It therefore follows that
there must exist some special relationship between five lines in order
that they may be generators of a quadric. This problem has been
discussed by Richmond,1 who gives a condition which is in a restricted
sense an extension of Pascal's Theorem. The five lines being taken
in order certain points may be obtained which lie in a space. In
Section I we state Richmond's criterion and show that it is sufficient
as well as necessary. Section II is concerned with the twelve spaces
which arise if all the different possible orders of the lines are con-
sidered. They cut by pairs in six planes whose configuration is
developed. In Section III other lines connected with the configura-
tion are introduced. It is shown that by taking crossers of the lines
of our original figure in a certain manner five further generators are
obtained, and that the same entire configuration of generators arises
whether we begin with the five original or the five final lines.
Furthermore, though the twelve spaces analogous to Pascal lines
obtained from the final five are new, yet the six planes, their inter-
sections by pairs, and the configuration dependent from them, are the
same as those constructed from the original five.

I.
Following Richmond's paper, take any five lines a, /S, y, 8, e on a

quadric x ly'ng iQ a [4] o. Then through a take a [5] s, and in s a
quadric q through x- Through any line of q goes one plane of each
system of generating planes of q. Let a, b, c, d, e be the planes of the
first system through a, fi, y, 8, e respectively. Any two planes of the
same system meet in a point, so the five planes meet in ten points;
call them (ab), (ac), . , (de). The three points (ab), (ac), (be)
determine a plane we shall call (abc). It cuts a, b, c in lines and is

1 Richmond, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, 10 (1899), 212.
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184 L. M. BROWN

thus a generating plane of q of the second system. The trace in a of
(abc) is a line (afiy) which cuts a, /?, y in the points a(afiy), /?(aj3y),
y (a/Sy); a (a/?y) is the trace in a of a (abc), i.e., of the line (at) (ac).

Richmond's criterion is as follows. Take the five generators in a
definite cyclic order, say a, fi, y, 8, e. Take the crosser of each line and
its two neighbours in the order, (a/Jy), (/JyS), (ySe), (Sea), (ea/3), and con-
sider the five points where each crosser meets the middle line of the three
it crosses, a (ea/?), j8 (ajSy), y (J9y8), 8 (y8e), e (Sea). Then these five points
lie in a space [a j8 y S e]. (The order of the symbols in this bracket is
material.) For they are the traces in a of the five lines (ea)(ab),
(ab) (be), (be) (cd), (cd) (de), (de) (ea) in s, and these lie in the [4] [abede]
joining (ea) (ab) (be) (cd) (de).

Conversely, take five lines a, /?, y, S, e in a [4] a and let (a/?y) be
the crosser of a, jS, y and define similarly (£yS), (ySe), (Sea), (ea/3).
Suppose that the five points a(eaj8), j8(a/?y), y (/Jy8), 8 (ySe), e(8ea) lie
in a [3] [ajSySe]. Then we shall prove that a, /3, y, 8, e lie in a
quadric x-

Through the [4] or take a [5] s and in s any plane a through a.
Join a general point (ab) of a to j8 to obtain a plane b. The two [4]'s
ay, by cut in a [3] through y; take in it a general plane c through y;
it cuts a in a point (ac) and b in a point (6c). The three [4]'s ae, be,
ce cut in a plane e through e which cuts a, b, c in three points (ae),
(be), (ce) respectively. And the three [4]'s bS, c8, eS cut in a plane d
through 8 which cuts 6, c, e in points (bd), (cd), (de) respectively. We
have thus five planes a, b, c, d, e such that by reason of their mode of
construction every pair of them meet in a point except a and d. We
shall now prove that a and d meet in a point also.

Define (eab) as the plane joining (ae) (be) (ce). I t cuts e, a, b in
lines so its section by a is (eaj8). Define similarly (abc) as (ab) (ac) (be),
(bed) as (6c) (bd) (cd) and (cde) as (cd) (ce) (de); their sections are (afiy),
(/2yS), (ySe). Define [abede] as the [4] (ea) (a6) (6c) (cd) (de). I t contains
the line (ea) (a6) and thus the point a(eajS). Similarly it contains
j3 (a/?y), y (j8yS), S (ySe) and thus contains [ajSySc]. I t therefore contains
e (Sea). The plane e cuts [a6cde] in the join of (ed) (ae), so e (Sea) lies
in the join of (ed) (ae). Hence (Sea) meets this join in e (Sea) and
therefore (Sea), (ed), (ae) lie in a plane we shall call (dea). Then (dea)
contains (ed) and S (Sea) and both of these points lie in d, so (dea) cuts
d in a line d(dea). Similarly (dea) contains (ae) and a (Sea) which
both lie in a, so (dea) cuts a in a line a (dea). Then d (dea) and a (dea)
meet in a point (ad) common to a and d.
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FIVE GENERATORS OF A QUADRIC THREEFOLD 185

So any two of the planes a, b, c, d, e meet in a point. Then, as
in Richmond's paper, thpre is a quadric q through a, b, c, d, e.
Cutting q by a, there is a quadric x in a through a, /3, y, 8, e.

So Richmond's criterion is both a necessary and a sufficient con-
dition for a, jS, y, 8, e to lie on a quadric.

B. Segre1 has recently proved this result by an entirely different
method.

II.
There are twelve possible cyclic orders of the five lines a, /$, y, 8, e

and there consequently exist twelve spaces such as [ajSySe]. As
Richmond observes, they combine naturally into six pairs, any space
[a/?ySe], say, having as twin [aye/38], alternate symbols in the one being
adjacent symbols in the other. We obtain in this way six planes, the
intersections of twin spaces. Their mutual relations may be most
conveniently discussed by developing further the configuration in the
[5] s.

We have in s five planes a, b, c, d, e, meeting by pairs in ten
points (ab), .. . . , (de), and we have ten planes (abc), (cde), (abc)
being the join of (ab) (ac) (be). The [4] [ab] containing a and b
contains (ab), (ac), (be) and thus contains (abc). So (abc) may be
considered as the intersection of [ab], [ac], [be]. The five points
(ab), (be), (cd), (de), (ea) lie in a [4] [abede], and the five [4]'s [ab], [be],
[cd], [de], [ea] cut in a point (abede).

Any two of the planes (abc), . . . . . (cde) meet in a point. Two
which involve in their symbols only four letters meet in a point
already known, e.g., (abc) and (abd) meet in (ab); but two planes
involving all five letters meet in a new point, e.g., (abe), (cde) meet in
a point we shall call (AB, CD), (abe) cuts e in the line (ae) (be) and
(cde) cuts e in (ce) (de) so (AB, CD) is the intersection in e of these
lines. There are fifteen such points.

Now (AB, DE), (AB, CE), (AB, CD) are by definition the inter-
sections of (cde) with (abc), (abd), (abe) respectively; and (abc), (abd),
(abe) all lie in the [4] [ab]. Consequently (AB, BE); (AB, CE),
(AB, CD) all lie in the line of intersection of [ab] and (cde). Let us
call this line (AB). Our fifteen points (AB, CD), etc., therefore lie on
ten lines (AB), ...., (DE); two of these lines meet if they have no
common letter in their symbols. In the same way, if we define the [4]

1 B. Segre, Amir. Math. Monthly, 52 (1945), 119-131.
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[AB, CD] as the join of the two planes (abe) and (cde), the three [4]'s
[AB, DE], [AB, CE], [AB, CD] all pass through the same [3] [AB],
the join of (ab) to (cde), and we have fifteen [4]'s passing through ten
[3]'s.

Figure 1 shows the section of the configuration by the plane e.
Figure 2 shows the fifteen points (AB, CD), etc., and the ten lines
(AB), etc.

(/\e>,co)

(Ire) (*D,e>O

(Ac,e>e) (ae.co)

(ce)

figure 1

(A»,»O

This configuration of ten lines has been discussed by Bath1 as the
set of lines en a del Pezzo quintic surface. If we omit any line, (AB)
say, and the three lines (CD), (CE), (DE) which meet it, the omitted
lines lie in a [4], and the remaining six lines form a skew hexagon,
(AC) (BD) (AE) (BC) (AD) (BE). Furthermore the ten lines may be
divided in six ways into two skew pentagons, each pentagon lying in
a [4]; e.g., the pentagons (AC) (BD) (CE) (AD) (BE) and (AB) (CD)

1 Bath, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, 24 (1927-8), 48 aud 191.
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(EA) (BC) (DE). Each line of one pentagon meets one line of the
• other, so these five points of intersection (AC,DE), (AE,BD),

(AB, CE), (AD, BC), (BE, CD) lie in a [3]. This [3] is the intersection
of the [4]'s [abcde], [acebd]. For (AC, DE) lies in the line (06) (6c),
(BD, AE) lies in (6c) (cd), , (BE, CD) lies in (ea) (ab) so the [3] lies
in the [4] (ab) (be) (cd) (de) (ea) or [abcde'], and similarly it lies in
[acebd]. Dually [AC, DE], [AE, BD], [AB, CE], [AD, BC], [BE, CD]
pass through the line joining (abcde) to (acebd).

The ten lines form a convenient framework on which to hang the
rest of the figure. The plane a for example is (BC, DE) (BD, CE)
(BE, CD) while [06] is the [4] which contains the three lines (CD),
(CE), (DE) and so also their crosser (AB). [AB, CD], being the
tangent prime of q at (AB, CD), is determined by having to contain
the lines (AB), (CD) and the plane e. The [3], lying in this prime,
which joins e to (CD) is the intersection of [oe] and [6c] because (CD)
meets each of a, b, e.

It is convenient at this stage to introduce coordinates. Take the
[4] [ab] as xt + x2 + x3 -f- xt + x5 + xa = 0 and take the six points
(AC, BE), etc., which do not lie in [06] as the base hexad, thus:

(AC, BE) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (AC, BD) & (0,1, 0, 0, 0, 0);
(AE, BD) = (0, 0,1, 0, 0, 0), (AE, BC) = (0, 0, 0,1, 0, 0),
(AD, BC) = (0,0, 0,0,1,0), (AD, BE) = (0, 0,0, 0, 0,1).

Then
(AC, DE) = (1,-1,0, 0, 0, 0), (BD, CE) = (0,1,-1,0, 0, 0),
(AE, CD) = (0, 0, 1,-1, 0,0), (BC, DE) = (0,0,0,1,-1,0),
(AD, CE) = (0, 0, 0, 0,1,-1), (BE, CD)=(-l,0, 0,0, 0, 1),
(AB, DE) = ( - 1, 1, 0, - 1,1, 0), (AB, CE) = (0, - 1, 1,0, - 1, 1),
(AB, CD) = (1,0, - 1 , 1 , 0 , - 1 ) .

The five planes a, b, c, d, e are parametrically

a = (<*» Mi — /*» v, — v, — A), 6 s (A, — A, p, — (i,v, — v),
c = (— A, A, /x, — A, A, v), d = (fi, — A, A, v, — X, A),

e = (A, n, — A, A, v, — A).

The quadric q containing them is

XXX3 + X3X5 + X5 *! = X2 X4 + X± X6 + X6 X2.

We shall write down the equations of the elements of the con-
figuration we have already developed. For brevity we shall use the
term "follows cyclically" when we replace each coordinate by the
following coordinate in the cyclic order xu x2, x3, Xt, z5, x0. Thus the
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equation of the [4] [6c] is Xx + x2 = O; if we say that [ad] follows
cyclically from this we mean that its equation is x2 + xa = 0.

[ab] is xi + x2 + x3 -+• xA + x5 + x6 = 0,
[6c] is xx + a;2 = 0; [ad], [6e], [ac], [6d], [ae] follow cyclically,
[ce] is Xx =Xi, [cd], [de] follow cyclically,

(aft) is ( 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 ) ,
(6c) is (1, - 1, - 1, 1, - 1, 1); (ad), (be), (ac), (bd), (ae) follow

cyclically, that is, (ad) is (1, 1, — 1, — 1, 1, —1), (be) is
(— 1,1, 1, — 1, — 1,1), and so on.

(ce) is (— 1,1, 1, — 1, 1, 1); (cd), (de) follow cyclically.
(cde) is xx = x4, x2 = x5, x3 = x6,
(ade) is xx = x2 = — x3 = — x6; (bee), (acd), (bde), (ace), (bed) follow

cyclically,
(abd) is xx + x4 = x2 + x3 = x5 -f- x6; (abe), (abc) follow cyclically.

[AD, BC] is xx + x3 = 0; [AD, BE], [AC, BE], [AC, BD], [AE, BD],
[AE, BC] follow cyclically, •

[AD, CE] is xt + x2 + x3 + Xi = 0; [BE, CZ>], [AC, DE], [BD, CE],
[AE, CD], [BC, DE] follow cyclically,

[AB, DE] is xt + x2 = x4 + x5; [AB, CE], [AB, CD] follow cyclically.
\ A J>\ I D T /*• V />• /*• O*
1 / l J-t I I D *^1 ~~" "*4 m~~ "^5 ~~~ ^ S *~~ ^"3 — "'fiJ

[^C] is Xx + x3 = x2 + x6 = 0; [AD], [BE], [AC], [BD], [AE] follow
cyclically,

[CE] is x2 + x3 = x6 + x6 = — xx — Xi\ [CD], [DE] follow cycli-
cally.

[a6edc] is x3 + Xi + x5 — xx = 0; [abdee], [abdee], [a6cde], [a6ced],
[a6ecd] follow cyclically,

[aec6d] is x3 + x± + x& -\- xx = 0; [adc6e], [adefec], [ace6d], [acd6e],
[aedbc] follow cyclically.

The twin [4]'s [abedc] and [aec6d] cut in a [3] which we shall call
£x; we similarly define s2, s3, «4, s5, s6 as respectively the [3]'s [a6dec]
[adc6e], [abdee] [adebc], [abede] [ace6d], [a6ced] [aedbe], [a6ecd] [aed6c].
Their equations are

•oj — »t/3 —[— *t/̂  ~j^ *4/g — w, »t»2 — **/4 T~ *l/b t~ *^Q — u» **^S — ^h *^ ^o i" •**! — u»

*4 = ̂ e + a;i + x2 = 0, a;5 = xx + x2 + x3 = 0, x6 = x2 + x3 + xt = 0.

I t is with the configuration of these six [3]'s and their duals we are
chiefly concerned in this section.

Any two of the six [3]'s cut in a line; let sx and s2 cut in a line
l12, etc. Then l12 is parametrically (0, 0, A + p., —A, — /x, A + /x) and
*23. Z34, *45> 5̂6. h6 follow cyclically, Z13 is (0, /x, 0, A, — A, A) and Z24, l35, i46,
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Z15, l26 follow cyclically; Z14 is (0, A, /n, 0, —/x, — A) and l2h, l36 follow
cyclically.

Dually, the point (abedc) is (3, — 1, — 1, 1, — 1, — 1) and (aecbd)
is (1, — 1, 1, 1, 1, — 1) and the other points of the set of twelve follow
cyclically, in the same order as their dual [4]'s. The join lx of the
twin points (abedc) and (aecbd) is (A + /A, — A, A — p, A, A — fi, — A) and
h> h> h> h> h follow cyclically. The [3] joining lx and l2 we shall call
a12, etc.

s12 is x1 + xa + x5 = xit x2 + xs + Xi = x-a and s23, «34> S45. «66> 5ie

follow cyclically,

s13 is xx + 2x2 + x3 = x4 + x6 = 0 and s2i, sK, s46. «i5. «26 follow

cyclically,

8U is x2 — x6 = xs — xh = 0 and «25>
 53e follow cyclically.

Now sx is defined as the intersection of the [4]'s [abedc] and
[aecbd], and this, as we saw earlier, is the join of the five points
(AB.CE), (AE,CD), (AD, BE), (AC,BD), (BC,DE). And in the'
same way s2 is the join of the five points (AB, CD), (AD, CE),
(AE, BC), (AC, BE), (BC, DE). Consequently l12, the intersection of
sx and s2 passes through the point (BC, DE). By a similar argument
J34 passes through (BE, CD) and Z56 through (BD, CE), so that the
three lines Z12, lu, l56 all meet the plane a in which these points lie.
Dually the three [3]'s s12, s3i, s5S all meet the plane a in lines. I t is
now easy to verify from their equations that these three lines are the
intersections by pairs of these three [3]'s. In fact, li2 is the intersection
of 334. 556> '34 that of s56, s12, Z56 that of s12, s3 4 ; consequently s1 2 is the join

of h*> ht> S34 that of i56, l12, s56 that of l12, l3i.

We have thus, connected with the plane a, a triad of two-figure
symbols-12, 34, 56. This is what Sylvester1 calls & syntheme. And
there are in just the same way synthemes connected with each of the
remaining four planes (each syntheme having similar properties to
that described above) according to the scheme.

a 12 34 56 6 16 23 45 c 15 24 36
d 14 26 35 e 13 25 46.

This affords an example of a eynthematic total of Sylvester.
The remaining ten synthemes, or triads of two-figure symbols,

we shall denote as follows

1 Sylvester, Phil. Mag., 24 (1844), 285-296, Mathematical Papers, 1, 91-102.
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AC 13 26 45 CD 16 25 34
BD 13 24 56 CE 14 23 56
AE 16 24 35 DE 12 36 45
BC 12 35 46
AD 15 23 46 AB 14 25 36
BE 15 26 34.

If we now arrange our symbols in the scheme

a AB AC AD AE
AB b BC BD BE
AC BC c CD CE
AD BD CD d DE
AE BE CE DE e

the rows or columns give the remaining synthematic totals of
Sylvester.

In the list of synthemes, the symbol 13, for example, belongs to
the synthemes named AC and BD. It is easy to verify from the
equations given that l13 passes through the point (AC, BD) and lies in
the [4]'s [ac] and [bd]; and dually that s13lies in the [4] [AC, BD] and
passes through the points (ac) and (bd). Sj contains (BC, DE), (AC, BD),
(AB, CE), (AD, BE), (AE, CD), which lie respectively in l12, Z13, lu, l15,
l16; there is a dual result for lx.

Furthermore, 13, 26, 45 being the syntheme AC, the three lines l13,
he> hs oM lie in the same [3], which we shall call s (AC). I t passes
through (AC) and lies in [ac]. And dually, sls, s26,

 S45 a^ Pass through
the same line, which we shall call l(AC). I t lies in the [3] [AC] and
passes through (ac). We have in this way ten lines and ten [3]'s.

s (AB) is xx + x3 + x5 — x2 + x4 + x6 = 0.
s (AC) is x3 = x6 + x6, x6 = x3 + xA; s (BD), s (AE), s (BC), s (AD),

s (BE) follow cyclically.
s (CE) is x2 + x3 + Xt + x5 + x6 = xx + x2 + x3+x5+x6=0; s (CD),

s (DE) follow cyclically.
I (AB) is (A, /x, A, n, A, (i), I (AC) is (2A- fi, 2li-X,—3H., 3A, 3/x, -3A),

I (CE) is (fj, — 2A, A, n, A — 2\i, p, A) and the other lines follow cyclically
in the same order as their dual spaces above.

We observe that the whole configuration of lines I and spaces s
may be constructed starting from Si, . . . . . s6. For l12, . . . . . i56 are
their intersections, and s12, s56 might be defined as the joins of
certain pairs of these, as above, and then llt . . . . . i6 appear as
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common lines of certain of s12, s56; while s (AC), etc., I (AC),
etc., are then defined as in the text.

The duality seen in the above work is of course a reciprocation
in the quadric q.

Let us now see what happens when we cut this configuration by
a [4] a. We have as in I five lines a, j3, y, 8, e, generators of a quadric
X in a, and ten lines like (a/Jy) the crosser of a, /}, y. There are ten
[3]'s like [aj3], the join of a and jS. The join of the two lines (ajSe),
(ySe) is a [3] [AB, FA]; there are fifteen such [3]'s. They pass by
threes through ten planes; the three [3]'s [AB, FA], [AB, FE], [AB, AE]
for instance pass through a plane [AB] in which lies the line (ySe).

The five points a(a^e), P(afiy), y(/SyS), 8 (ySe), e(aSe) all lie in a
[3] [a/JySe]. There are twelve such [3]'s. [aj8e8y] and [aey/S8] cut in a
plane ax. There are six planes aly . . . . . a6. Any two cut in a point,
<T! and a2 cutting in A]2; there are fifteen such points.

Ten triads of these determine ten planes a (AT), etc., a (AT) being
the plane A13, Ag6, A45. It cuts (jSSe) in a point (AT). There are ten
such points (which lie on a normal elliptic quintic curve). (We show
later that (AF) is the intersection of (/SSe) and the crosser of (ajS-y),
(ayS), (aye).)

The five [3]'s [BF, AE], [AE, FA], [AF, BA], [AB, FE], [AA, BE]
all pass through the same point X1; in the same way are defined A2,

A6. The four points Ax, A2, A34, A56 all lie in the same plane a12. I n
this way are defined fifteen planes a12, . . . . , CT56. The three planes cr13,
°zt> °if> all meet in the same point A (AF); there are ten such points.

In the [5] s, the [3] s12 contains the points (6c) and (de) and there-
fore their join, the common line of the [3]'s b (5de), c (cde), d (bed),
e (bee). Consequently a12 contains the common point of the planes )3 (/?Se),
y (ySe), S (j3y8), e (/?ye). This point is common to the four lines
joining the pairs of points 0 (j8y8) 8 (/SSe), j8 (j8ye) e (£8e), y (/3yS) 8 (ySe),
y (Pye) e (ySe), and is a well known point in the configuration of the
four lines /9, y, 8, e.

III.

Let us carry further the configuration in the [5] s. Define the
plane p (ab) as the join of the line (AB) to the point (ab). I t is also
the intersection of the [3] [AB] and the [4] [ab]. p (ab) and (cde) are
the two generating planes of q through the line (AB). There are ten
such planes. As for their equations,
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p (ab) is X1 — xi=x5—x2 = x3 — x6) xx + x2 + x3 + x± + zs + x6 = 0,
p (ac) ia xs = z4 = — x5 = — x6;

p (bd), p (ae), p (be), p (ad),p {be) follow cyclically,
p(ce) is xx = xi,x2 + x3=x-J + x6=—xx — xi;
p (cd), p (de) follow cyclically.

Any two of these planes meet in a point. Then the four points
(ab), p (ac) p (be), p (ad) p (bd), p (ae) p (be) all lie in a plane, which we
shall call (cde)'. I t may be obtained dually as the intersection of the
[4]'s [ab], [p (ac)p (be)], [p (ad) p (bd) ], [p (ae) p (be)]. There are ten
such planes. These ten planes have the same mutual relations as the ten
planes (cde), (abc); (cde)', (bde)', (ade)' all meet in the same point
(de)', there being ten such points; (de)', (ce)', (be)', (ae)' all lie in one
plane e' and there are five such planes a', b', c', d', e'. Similarly (cde)',
(bde)', (ade)' all lie in one [4] [de]' which joins d' and e'. Since (cde)'
passes through (ab) and lies in [ab] it cuts (abc), (abd), (abe) in lines.

These results are easy to pro^ve analytically. For instance
p(ac)p (be) ia(l, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 1), p (ad) p(bd) is (1,1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 ) ,
p (ae) p (be) is (1, 1, 1, — 1 , - 1 , — 1) and the plane of these,
xi + xi — %2 + %5 = X3 + xa = °» contains (ab) (1, — 1, 1, — 1, 1, — 1).
In this way

(cde)' is xx + xi — x2 + x6 = x3 + x6 = 0,
(bde)' is 2x2 + xs + x± = x± + x 6 = x6 -f- xe -\- 2xx = 0; (ace)', (bde)', (ade)',

(bee)', (acd)' follow cyclically,
(abd)' is xx — x± = x2 — x3 = xs — xt = 0; (abe)', (abc)' follow cyclically,
(aft)' is (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1),
(ac)' is (1,1, - 3 , 3, 3, - 3 ) ; (bd)', (ae)', (be)', (ad)', (be)' follow cyclically,
(ce)' is (3, — 1, 1, — 3, 1 , - 1 ) ; (cd)', (de)' follow cyclically.
[ab]' is xx — x2 + x3 — x4 + xh — x6 = 0,
[ac]' is 2x3+xt = x6+2x6; [bd]', [ae]', [6c]', [ad]', [be]' follow cyclically,
[ce]' is xx + 2x2 + 2x3 + Xi + 2xb + 2xe = 0; [cd]', [de]' follow cyclically.
a' is 2oj] + x% — x3 + 2xit 2x3 + a;4 = z6 + 2xe, 2xb + z6 = xx + 2x2; b'

follows cyclically, '
c' is 2x3 + xt = x6 + 2z6, 2x6 + xx = &2+ 2x3, 3 ^ + 3x2 + 4#3 + 3z4 +

3x6 + 4ze = 0; d' and e' follow cyclically.

Two planes (abe)' and (cde)' cut in a point (AB, CD)'; there are
fifteen such points lying on ten lines (AB)', . . . . . (DE)'. We obtain
dually fifteen [4]'s [AB, CD]', etc., passing through ten [3]'s [AB], e t c
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(AB, CD)' is the point (1, 0, — 1, - 1, 0, 1). This lies in the line l2b,
and since l2b contains (AB, CD), it may be considered as the join of
(AB, CD) and (AB, CD)'. The three lines l2i, lu, lse are therefore the
joins of (AB, CD), (AB, CE), (AB, DE) to (AB, CD)', (AB, CE)',
(AB,DE)'. Consequently s(AB) is the join of (AB) to (AB)', for it
contains l2i, hi> hi- Dually s26 is the intersection of [AB, CD] and
[AB, CD]', and l(AB) the intersection of [AB] and [AB]'. It follows
that the same [3]'s s1( . . . . , s6 and lines lx, .. .., lt are obtained whether
we begin with the five planes a, b, c, d, e or the five planes a', b', c', d', e'.
Through sx for example there pass the following eight [4J's :—

[abedc] or x3 + £4 + xs — xx = 0,
[aecbd] or x3 + xt + x6 + Xi = 0,
(AB) (BE) (ED) (DC) (C'A) or x3 + z4 + xb = 0,
(AE) (EC) (CB) (BD) (DA) or xx = 0,
[abedc]' x3 4- x4 + xs — 3xx = 0,
[aecbd]' or 3 (x3 + xA + x6) + ^i = 0,
(AB)' (BE)' (ED)' (DC)' (CA)' or x3 + xA + xs + 1xx = 0,
(AE)' (EC)' (CB)' (BD)' (DA)' or 2 (x3 + xt + xh) - xl = 0.

If we now construct the ten planes p(ab)', .. .., p (de)', where
p (ab)' is the join of (ab)' to (AB)' or the intersection of [ab]' and
[AB]', we shall find that for instance the points (ab)', p (ac)' p (be)',
p (ad)'p (bd)', p(ae)'p(be)' all lie in the plane (cde). As an
example of the algebra, p (ac)' is the plane ix1 + 2x2 + 3a;3 + xt =
8xj — 2x2 4- 3a;3 + x6 = — 2xx + 2x2 — x3 + x6 = 0 and p (be)' is the
plane xx + 4z4 + 2xb + 3xe — x2 + 8z4 — 2x& + 3xt = x3—2x±+2xb — a;6=0,
and these cut in the point (3, 3, — 7, 3, 3, — 7) which lies in (cde) whose
equations are xx — a;4 = x2 — xb = x3 — xe = 0. Consequently, if we
begin with a', b', c', d', e and construct from them five planes in the same
manner as a', b', c', d', e' were constructed from a, b, c, d, e, the five
planes at which we arrive will be a, b, c, d, e. The process is involutory;
in fact, if tx and t2 are the two. roots of t2 = t + l, the six points
( ^ , 0 , - 2 , 2 , - 2 , 0 ) , ( 0 , / 2 , 0 , - 2 , 2 , - 2 ) , ( - 2, 0, tu 0, - 2, 2),
(2, - 2, 0, t2, 0, - 2), ( - 2, 2, - 2, 0, tlt 0), (0, - 2, 2, - 2, 0, t2) are
coplanar, and so are the six points obtained by interchanging tx and
t2; then an harmonic involution of s into itself with these two planes
as base transforms each undashed element of our configuration into
the corresponding dashed element, and vice versa.

Let us introduce two further sets of planes. Define (ab, cd) as
the plane joining (AC, BD), (AD,BC), (AB,CD)'\ there are fifteen
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like this. And define {ab, cd)' as the plane joining (AC, BD)',
(AD.BC)', (AB,CD); there are fifteen like this. The three points
{AC, BD), {AD, BC), {AB, CD)' are (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0),
(1, 0, — 1, — 1, 0, 1), so the equations of {ab,cd) are xt = —x3——xi—xs.
So (ab,cd) contains the points p(ac) p(ad), p(bc) p(bd), p(ac) p (be),
p(ad) p(bd) whose coordinates are respectively (1, 1, — 1, — 1, 1, 1),
( - 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, - 1), (1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , l, l), (l , l, _ 1, _ 1, - 1,1).
Thus {ab,cd) cuts each of p(ac), p{ad),, p{bc), p{bd) in lines; it also
cuts e in a line, for e contains (AC, BD) and {AD, BC). Moreover
{cde)' contains p {ac) p {be) and p (ad)p {bd) by its definition, so (ab, cd)
exits (cde)' in a line, and similarly it cuts (abe)' in a line. It also meets
(ac, bd)' and (ad, be)' in lines; in fact, (ab, cd) and (ac, bd)' cut in the
line joining (AB, CD)' to (AC, BD).

I t is worth observing that if the points of the quadric q in [5] are
mapped in the classical manner on to the lines of a [3], then to the
planes a, b, c, d, e correspond five points A, B, C, D, E and to the
planes a', b', c', d', e' correspond five planes A', B', C, D', W. The
configuration of these points and planes has been discussed by
Burnside.1

We shall now return to the section of this configuration by the
[4] a. The planes p (ab), etc., cut a in ten lines vs (a/?), . . . . . sr (8e).
•a (a/J) for example meets the four lines (ajSy), (aj8S), (a/3e), (ySe), meeting
the last in the point (AB). The crossers of any three of (a/Sy),
(ySe) are now given among the lines a, /?, y, 8, e, vs (a]3), ; . . . , ra (8e) (of
course some sets of three are cospacial, e.g., (afiy), (a/38), (ape) lie in
the [3] [a/?], and so do not have a unique crosser).

There are fifteen lines (ajS, yS), , (£y, Se), where (j8y, Se), for
instance, meets a, GTQ98), Tx(fie), &(y8), zs(ye).

Then (aj8y)' may be defined as the crosser of (afi, Se), (ay, Se), (/Jy, Se).
It also meets (aSe), (jSSe), (ySe), though it cannot be defined as their
crosser, since these three lines lie in [Se]. There are ten lines like this,
(aj3y)', (ySe)'.

There is a line cr(ajS)' meeting (ajSy)', (ajSS)', (ajSe)', (ySe)'. There
are ten such lines xs (a/J)', nr (Se)'.

There is a line a meeting (ajSy)', (ajSS)', (a0e)', (ayS)', (aye)', (aSe)'.
There are five such lines a, fi', y , 8', e'.

1 Burnside, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, 16 (1911), 418; see also Baker, Principles of
Geometry, 3 (1923), 168.
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There is a line (ap, yS)' meeting a', vs{ay)', sr(aS)', cr(j8y)',
(a/?e), (ySe), (ay, jSS), (a8, /Sy). There are fifteen such lines.

If from a, fi', y , 8', e' we construct five lines in the same manner as
a', j3', y', 8', e' are obtained from a, jS, y, 8, e, then the five lines obtained
are a, /?, y, 8, e.

All these lines are generators of the quadric x- Though we have
written down their relations immediately from the section of 5 by a,
it is clear that many of these may easily be obtained directly without
having recourse to a higher dimension.

If from a', jS', y', 8', e' are constructed points and planes A:2, A(AB),
Xi, alz, cr(AB), o-j, etc., as was done from a, j8, y, 8, e, then the same
system of points and planes is obtained as before.

Since in 5 an harmonic inversion in two planes ru r2 leaves
invariant the spaces s12, s (45) , 8lt etc., it follows that each of these
spaces meets both rx and r2 in lines. Consequently in a there are two
lines pi, p2 each meeting all of the fifteen planes a12, etc., the ten planes
a (AB), etc., and the six planes o1 , a6.
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